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U. works to recruit minorities
During the month of
February the BG News
will highlight various
aspects of Black History.

FEB. 1-8
BLACK HISTORY
MONTH EVENTS
FEB. 1:

"Black Greeks 101"
11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
TBA

By Kanshma Anik
THE BG NEWS

The University has been making efforts to recruit multicultural
and international students, but
the numbers of students on campus who are from different countries and cultures is quite small.
There is an overwhelming
majority of 88.4 percent of students on campus who are white,
and then the numbers of students from different races on
campus greatly decline after that.
Only 4.1 percent of students
come from an African American
Heritage, while 2.4 percent of students come from a Hispanic heritage, and only .2 percent of students are from an Asian
American background.
The recruitment of multicultural students is not very different
from that of other prospective
students.
Clarence Terry, the director of
Minority Recruitment in the
Multicultural Affairs office said
that in order to recruit students of
minority backgrounds they,
"Invite students during their
sophomore and junior year to vist
campus and give them informaik , on scholarships and financial aid."
Prospective students are
encouraged to apply, and many
follow-up phone calls are made
to increase their awareness of all
the University has to offer.
"We provide students with
information about fraternities,
sororities, and other activities
that we believe students of color
would be interested in" Teny said.

NPHC Black History Month
Kimbrough
Luncheon
12:30 to 2 p.m.
MacDonald Dining Center
FEB. 6:
Brown Bag Lunch Series
Voices of Africa Drum Circle
with the BGSU Drumming
Circle for World Peace
Noon to 1 p.m.
McFall Gallery
University Dining Services
Lunch
Commons Dining Room
Genesis - Can we Talk?
12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
East Lounge - Firelands

Associated Press Photo

CELEBRATE: Elizabeth Williams.65, left, and Annie Mae Perry, 91, both of Naples, Fla. take part in the Martin Luther King Jt. Day parade.
"This day means to me we are celebrating and remembering Martin Luther King Jr.," said Williams.

In addition, the University
sponsors events catering to different cultures such as AfricanAmerican Month, Hispanic
Heritage Month, and Native
American Month in order to
allow prospective niuliicimii.il
students to feel more welcome at
the University.
International students go
through a somewhat different
MULTICULTURAL PAGE 2

Black students diversify U. in 60's
By Kara Hull
IMt BG NEWS

The history of African
American students at the
University is characterized by
the creation of the Black
Student Union (BSU) in 1969.
For the fall 2001 semester, 743
African-American
students
were enrolled at the University.

Black students roughly comprise 4.7 percent of the overaU
undergraduate population.
According to University
archival records, the exact date
of the first black students admitted is unknown. The first
records showing the presence of
black students at the University
occur in the late 1960's and early

1970s.

With the formation of BSU
came demands for more black
recruitment, financial aid, and a
Department of Black Studies to
ensure that more Africana
courses were offered.
According to archival records
HISTORY PAGE 2

NASA releases space
Club sells
V-Day poems tourism requirements
to students
By Marcia Dunn

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By Kara Hull
THE BG NEW

The Graduate Writers Club is
selling custom- made Valentine
poems available for students to
send to friends, parents, lovers,
or enemies.
The sale, currently in its
fourth year, is sponsored by the
Mid-American Review (MAR),
a literary journal published by
the English department and
the Creative Writing program of
the University. Founded in
1981, MAR is an international
publication containing fiction,
non-fiction, poetry, and translations.
The poems, which wiU be
sold through next Thursday, are
lovingly created by graduate
students, many of whom are
English instructors at the
University.
Students are required to fill
out a questionnaire, indicating
the person who will receive the
poem, and the delivery address
of the individual. Poems can be
sent to on and off-campus
locations.
Appropriate postage must
accompany all off-campus
poem requests.
Students are encouraged to
buy these poems because they
are "a creative gift and are personalized" Mike Czyzniejewski,
graduate student said.
Other information requested

in preparation for the creation
of the poems include distinctive physical characteristics,
memorable events with the
individual, as well as a description of an activity or object that
is meaningful to both the
valentine and the sender.
Students are also encouraged to provide details about
what might embarrass their
Valentine,
what
animal,
superhero, or plant is most like
them, and any special nicknames.
Creativity and details are the
main focus of the questionnaire, to provide poem writers
with as much information as
possible.
The poems are written by
"graduate student writers
who do this (write) for a career,"
said graduate student Seth
Berg.
Students can complete the
questionnaire and purchase a
custom-made poem at designated tables set up in the
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union or Oiscamp. Forms are
also available in room 230 East
Hall.
Five doUars will cover the
charge of a standard 12-line
poem, while students can purchase a Shakespearean sonnet
for $20. All poems are bursarable, or can be purchased
with cash.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
Even if they have the millions of
dollars needed for a space station vacation, delinquents, liars,
drunks and the infamous need
not apply.
That's the word from NASA,
which on Thursday released
criteria for visitors to the international space station. The
nine-page report wraps up two
years of work on what's considered "a thorny topic" by at least
one space station official.
The criteria were made public as the world's second paying
space tourist, South African
tycoon Mark Shuttleworth, finished a week of training at
Johnson Space Center in
Houston. He has reportedly
paid about $20 million to fly to
the space station via a Russian
rocket in late April.
Shuttleworth received a
warm welcome from NASA and
even made it onto the space
agency's television highlights
this week, a si.uk contrast to
California millionaire Dennis
Tito's visit to the space center a
year ago.
Tito was banned from joining
his Russian crewmates in training and NASA opposed his
flight to the space station until
just a few days before his April
launch from Kazakstan. He
paid the Russian space program as much as $20 million for
the eight-day flight.
NASAs top space station official, Michael Hawes, acknowledged that Tito's flight helped
form the basis for the new crite-

Associated Press Photo

BLAST OFF: South African Internet tycoon Mark Shuttleworth
paid $20 million for an eight-day trip as the second space tourist.

ria set forth by the space agencies of the United States, Russia,
Canada, Japan and Europe.
A candidate's past and present conduct must be assessed,
according to the criteria, with
disqualification considered in
the case of delinquency or misconduct in prior employment
or military service.
Other disqualifying traits:
criminal, dishonest, infamous
or notoriously disgraceful conduct; intentional false statement or fraud; habitual use of
intoxicating beverages to

excess; abuse of narcotics,
drugs or other controlled substances; and membership or
sponsorship in organizations
which adversely affect the public's confidence in the space station or its partners.
A person's age at the time of
the offense will be taken into
account, as well as the surrounding circumstances.
"What we want to do is simply be sensitive to each of the
other partners," said Charles
TOURISTS, PAGE 2

1

Voices of Africa Community
Musician and Teachers
Workshop
7 p.m.
St. Thomas Moore University
Parish
For register details, contact
372-7227
Sojourner Truth - A First
Person Interpretation
6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Central Lounge North
Building - Firelands

FEB. 7:
Voices of Africa
8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Residence halls,
Union to host
Superbowl parties
The
University
and
residence halls will host several Superbowl parties for
students on Sunday.
The
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union will be
opening the theater for students
to
watch
the
Superbowl.
The theater
will open for the pregame
festivities at 1:30 p.m. Game
time is scheduled for 6:18
p.m.
The Black swamp
Pub, Carnation Cafe, and
Zaa's will be open to
accommodate students.
Several residence halls will
also offer Superbowl parties
for their residence.
The Harshman Quadrangle
government is hosting a party
at 6 p.m. It is an open party
and will take place in the
Chapman-Dunbar. common
room. The government will
provide soda and chips.
Anderson and Bromfield side
will be hosting a party as well.
The hall councils in
the Compton and Darrow
Halls are hosting parties in
both hall lobbies. The party
is scheduled to begin at
5:30 p.m. and will include free
pizza.
Ashley and Batchelder Hall
councils are also hosting
a residence-only party is
the Ashley activity room.
Students may come 30
minutes before the kickoff.
The game will be played on
a large screen TV and
free food will be available for
residents.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Phone giant receives $8.5 million fine ^e
Thursday
also
ordered
Ameritech to lower the
wholesale rate it charges competitors to use its equipment and
lines from $13.14 a month
to $11.64.
That move is intended
to encourage competition
for Ameritech, which currently
runs about
4.1
million
phone lines. By contrast, residential customers who get service
from
competitors
in
Ameritech's
61-county
service area number about
44,000.
PUCO
Chairman
Alan
Schriber tied those two parts
of the order together. He
added that the size of the fine - the commission had authorized
up to $122 million in
service-related penalties —
reflected the progress the
company has made.

By John McCarthy
IHC ASS0CIAU0 PHESS

COLUMBUS. Ohio — State
regulators on Thursday ordered
SBC Amcritech Ohio to pay $8.5
million for failing to meet minimum customer service standards and to reduce charges for
some services to encourage
competition in the local phone
industry.
SBC Ameritech Ohio President
lames Smith said he would ask
for a rehearing of the case,
at least on the charge
reduction.
The penalty is in addition
to the $8.7 million the
Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio ordered the phone
giant last year to return to customers
for
missed
or
delayed installation and repair
appointments.
The
commission
on

civilians
on board
TOURISTS, FROM PAGE 1

Associated Press Photo

RING RING: An Ameritech service technician steps from his truck on his way to a service call in
Columbus, Ohio. The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio fined SBC Ameritech Ohio $8.5 million.

U. focuses on diversity

Black students seek representation
HISTORY, FROM PAGE 1

MULTICULTURAL FROM PAGt 1

Saviers said, "Many faculty are
responsible for recruiting qualified students from foreign countries while they are abroad for
conferences or lectures."
Although Saviers is satisfied
with the current recruitment
process for international students, she expressed some concern.
"I wish we had more money
for recruitment tours for international students," she said.
Although the numbers of
international students on campus are not very high, they are
representjtaive of a diverse set of
75 different countries.

recruitment process than others.
"Many international students
already know someone studying
here and they usually conduct
internet searches of universities
which provide the programs
they are interested in" said Anne
Saviers, the associate director of
International Programs
There are many recruiting
tours for students in foreign
countries and the University
faculty plays a part in trying to
recruit students to come to the
University from different countries.

on file at the University, representatives of BSU faced the
former President of the
University, Dr. William lerome,
with concerns that the
University was not making a
concentrated effort to recruit
black students. Students also
felt that the University
should adopt an open admission policy for minority students.
lerome responded that the
University was aware of the
small number of minority students, and were striving to
make progress in this area.

However, lerome could not
approve an extension on the
admission policy beyond what
they would be able to provide
for financially.
Student representatives of
BSU also wanted lerome to
approve an official number or
percentage necessary for
minority students each year.
lerome said that such a practice would be contrary to the
basic philosophy on admissions at the University.
The University still refrains
from setting a yearly goal for the
admission of minority students,
but "tries to recruit as many students of color as we can," said

*A toy Store and a Whole Lot More!*

Ashdon Apts.

Dave Garcia, admissions counselor. Garcia said that "many
programs are presented nationally to encourage minority
students" to attend the
University.
A "majority of students
(minority) have been first generation students" said Garcia.
He said that this steady
movement is the result of the
many available forms of financial aid.
African-American students at
the University, represented by
BSU, continue to strive for
increases in the minority student population and awareness
of current situations
a»

Precourt, NASA's chief astronaut who helped draw up the
criteria. "When we nominate
someone, that we don't embarrass our partners by having
someone who would be so controversial that it would be an
insult to the other partners to fry
them because of some behavioral background that was considered distasteful"
Precourt said the criteria are
similar to what the government
uses in background investigations for positions requiring
security clearance. He said decisions would be made on a caseby-case basis and would require
consensus among the participating countries. Any disputes
will be decided at high government levels
In addition, potential space
station visitors must be able to
read and speak English, pass
medical tests that include
behavioral assessments; undergo training both in Moscow and
Houston; and adhere to a code
of conduct.
Hawes stressed that the
guidelines do not mean NASA is
about to start Dying tourists —
or journalists, entertainers or
any other nonprofessional
astronauts — on its space shuttles. That issue is being considered by others in a separate
study.

Professor TmKe^lSi
Workshop

836 Scott Hamilton
Modern Brick Duplex with
private entrances
blocks from the center of
campus
• Ceiling fans throughout
• Large kitchens

£3

$200 per person for 3 occupants
or
$275/ person for 2 occupants

•
•
•
•
•

Brio
Lego
Tomy
Playmobil
Thomas the
tank engine
• + Much More
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It's time to think about summer
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ADVANTAGE
GET A BONUS! BGSUS.
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SAVE MONEY! Partial Grants for residence rooms

!■

FINISH ON TIME! Courses to help you
complete your undergraduate degree

BGSU

■•wKnfl OrMfli Slat* Unlveraitv

Fox Run * Haven House Manor (next to
campus) • Piedmont • Blrchwood
Place Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses
\M

Indoor heated sMmmlno, pool.3*una,HydraSp« Whirlpool,
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For more Information on the
BIG Summer Advantage in 2002,

Call 372.9141 today!
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HARVARD PROF VISITS UNIVERSITY
One of the country's most prominent experts on the
issues of race relations and welfare reform will make a
series of visits to the University this spring. Harvard
sociologist Dr. William Julius Wilson has been named
the President's first visiting scholar in ethnic studies.
During his initial visit to Bowling Green on Feb. 7-8,
Wilson will deliver a public lecture on Feb. 7.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FRIDAY:
9 a.m.-5 p.m
TABLE FOR CUSTOM-MADE
VALENTINE POEMS SALE,
The Graduate Writers Club
will have a table where
they will be selling poems
lor Valentines Day
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union and Olscamp
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
PINK ONIONS:
REFLECTIONS ON THE
NOSTALGIC TENDERNESS
AND RAW PUNGENCY OF
YOUTH, This is a national
juried exhibition open to
work in all media that
addresses the themes or
iconography ot childhood
and adolescence.
Vnllard Wankelman Gallery

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
DANCE MARATHON SALES.
Kappa Kappa Gamma are
selling flip-flops as a
fundraiser for Dance
Marathon
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union and Education Steps
10 a.m. - b p.m.
DELTA SIGMA THETA
TICKET SALES, Tickets will
be on sale for Delta Sigma
Theta & Phi Beta Sigma
Cabaret
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union
2 30pm -330pm
LECTURE/DEMONSTRATION
WITH GUITARISTS SERGIO
AND ODAIR ASSAD MASTER
CLASS, The event is part of
a two-day community resi-

dency sponsored in part by
a grant from the Ethnic
Cultural Arts Program.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center

mation call the center box
office at (419) 372-8171 or
1-800-589-2224.
Kobacker Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center

7 p.m.
HOCKEY VS. WESTERN
MICHIGAN
BGSU Ice Arena

8 p.m
"SCISSORS. PAPER,
ROCK!" A Modern Dance
Concert presented by the
University Dancers (UPD)
This concert features a new
modern dance work by
Tammy Met? Starr: also.
"Gumboots," a South
African boot dance set by
Habib Idrissu. Tickets
available at the door; no
reserve seats: $10 general,
$7 students/seniors. For
more information, please
call 372-8521 or 3726905
Eva Mane Saint Theatre

8 p.m.
FESTIVAL SERIES
CONCERT WITH
GUITARISTS SERGIO AND
ODAIR ASSAD. The
Brazilian-born brothers are
considered the preeminent
guitar duo in the world The
program at BGSU will
include works by Jacob
Bittencourt. Leo Brouwer,
loaquin Rodrigo and Astor
Piazzolla. For ticket infor-

f
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■
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Sarah Casto BG News

GUBERNATIONAL VISIT: Gov. Bob Tart visited
the University's Bowen-Thompson Student Union
and Photochemical department early yesterday
morning. Top, The Photochemical department displays methods of facial reconstruction of mummies belonging to the Toledo Museum of Art. Left,
Tart conferences with BGSU Firelands in the
Union theatre. Above, Taft and Ribeau discuss
laser research performance on campus which
could contribute to cancer treatment advancements.
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LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
517 E. RKEI) Al Thurstln One Bedroom. I Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year Two Person Rate $540 00
One Year Two Person Rate J450 00
521 E. MERRY Close to OtTenhauer
Furnished one bath
School Year Two Person Rate $685 00
One Year Two Person Rale ■ $570 00
4SI THURSTIN Across from OfTenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath
School Year One Person Rale $380 00
line-Year One Terson Rate $34000
505 CLOIIGH - Campus Manor
Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year Two Person Rale • $650 00
One Year Two Person Rate - $560 00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE One Bedroom Furn. or Unfurn
School Year One Person Rate $420.00
One Year One Person Rate - $370.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year One Person Rate $420.00
One Year ■ One Person Rate $365.00
707. 711. 715 719 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished
School Year Furnished One Person $395 00
One Year Furnished One Person $350.00
402 HIGH Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Furn or Unfurn
School Year Furnished Two Person $590 00
One Year Furnished Two Person $475.00
825 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished. I Bath.
School Year One Person Rate • $450 00
One Year One Person Rate $400.00
701 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished.
I Bath Plus Vanity In BR
School Year - Two Person Rate ■ $620 00
One Year Two Person Rate $520 00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity in Hall
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate $560 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rale $470 00
707 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity In Hall
S< hool Year Furnished Two Person Rate $545 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rate $460 00
802 SIXTH Two Bedroom. Dishwasher I Bath Plus Vanity
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate $610 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rale $510 00
KIO K.il) SIM II Rink I nlKi- Manoi
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate ■ $640 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rale $530.00
818 SEVENTH Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity In Hall
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate - $545 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rate $450 00
841 EIGHTH Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year Two Person Rale- $550.00
One Year Two Person Rale $470 00
724 S. College Cambridge Commons
TWO Bedroom Unfurnished. I 1/2 Baths, Dishwashers
School Year Two Person Rate $640 00
One Year Two Person Rate $530 00
We liave many oilier mills available Slop In Ihe Rental
OTTIre Tor a complete bra Aura

Call IOIIN NFWI.OVK
RF.AI. I SI ATI •:. INC.
Rental Office 354-2260

/
tj-—„^_

I in nun Convenience We Art Located Jjb'll
\i ;tl!i I Wooster Streel across
Irotu Iain fiell

Want a change of scenery?

♦ Individual lease by the bedroom
♦ Patios or balconies w/ french doors
♦ Free W/D in every apartment
♦ Ceiling fans in every bedroom
♦ Furnished units available
♦ Microwaves included

MOW!
LMOST
FULL!

♦ Sand volleyball & basketball court
♦ State-of -the-art 24 hour
computer center
♦ Game room with pool table
24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub

BGSU
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706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH
353-5100
www.suhenclave.com
Open 7 Days a Week

I

SHRUNG UNIVERSITY
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i o Sterling
I University
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.
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An SUH» Community SUH* is a trademark of SUH, Inc.
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Phone giant receives $8.5 million fine ^e
By John McCarthy
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS. Ohio — Slate
regulators on Thursday ordered
SBC Ameritech Ohio to pay $8.5
million for failing to meet minimum customer service standards and to reduce charges for
some services to encourage
competition in the local phone
industry.
SBC Ameritech Ohio President
lames Smith said he would ask
for a rehearing of the case,
at least on
the charge
reduction.
The penalty is in addition
to the $8.7 million the
Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio ordered the phone
giant last year to return to customers
for
missed
or
delayed installation and repair
appointments.
The
commission
on

civilians
on board

Thursday
also
ordered
Ameritech
to
lower
the
wholesale rate it charges competitors to use its equipment and
lines from $13.14 a month
to $11.64.
That move is intended
to encourage competition
for Ameritech, which currently
runs
about
4.1
million
phone lines. By contrast, residential customers who get service
from
competitors
in
Ameritech's
61-county
service area number about
44,000.
PUCO
Chairman
Alan
Schriber tied those two parts
of the order together. He
added that the size of the fine —
the commission had authorized
up to $122
million
in
service-related penalties —
reflected the progress the
company has made.

TOURISTS. FROM PAGE 1

Associated Press Photo

RING RING: An Ameritech service technician steps from his truck on his way to a service call in
Columbus, Ohio. The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio fined SBC Ameritech Ohio $8.5 million.

U. focuses on diversity

Black students seek representation
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recruitment process than others.
"Many international students
already know someone studying
here and they usually conduct
internet searches of universities
which provide the programs
they are interested in" said Anne
Saviers, the associate director of
International Programs.
There are many recruiting
tours for students in foreign
countries and the University
faculty plays a part in trying to
recruit students to come to the
University from different countries.

Saviers said, "Many faculty are
responsible for recruiting qualified students from foreign countries while they are abroad for
conferences or lectures."
Although Saviers is satisfied
with the current recruitment
process for international students, she expressed some concern.
"I wish we had more money
for recruitment tours for international students," she said.
Although the numbers of
international students on campus are not very high, they are
representitaive of a diverse set of
75 different countries.

on file at the University, representatives of BSU faced the
former President of the
University, Dr. William Jerome,
with
concerns that the
University was not making a
concentrated effort to recruit
black students. Students also
felt
that
the
University
should adopt an open admission policy for minority students.
Jerome responded that the
University was aware of the
small number of minority students, and were striving to
make progress in this area.

Dave Garcia, admissions counselot. Garcia said that "many
programs are presented nationally to encourage minority
students" to attend the
University.
A "majority of students
(minority) have been first generation students" said Garcia.
He said that this steady
movement is the result of the
many available forms of financial aid.
African-American students at
the University, represented by
BSU, continue to strive for
increases in the minority student population and awareness
of current situations

However, Jerome could not
approve an extension on the
admission policy beyond what
they would be able to provide
for financially.
Student representatives of
BSU also wanted Jerome to
approve an official number or
percentage
necessary
for
minority students each year.
Jerome said that such a practice would be contrary to the
basic philosophy on admissions at the University.
The University still refrains
from setting a yearly goal for the
admission of minority students,
but "tries to recruit as many students of color as we can," said

Precourt, NASA's chief astronaut who helped draw up the
criteria. "When we nominate
someone, that we don't embarrass our partners by having
someone who would be so controversial that it would be an
insult to the other partners to fly
them because of some behavioral background that was considered distasteful."
Precourt said the criteria are
similar to what the government
uses in background investigations for positions requiring
security clearance. He said decisions would be made on a caseby-case basis and would require
consensus among the participating countries. Any disputes
will be decided at high government levels
In addition, potential space
station visitors must be able to
read and speak English, pass
medical tests that include
behavioral assessments; undergo training both in Moscow and
Houston; and adhere to a code
of conduct.
Hawes stressed that the
guidelines do not mean NASA is
about to start flying tourists —
or journalists, entertainers or
any other nonprofessional
astronauts — on its space shuttles. That issue is being considered by others in a separate
study.
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It's time to think about summer
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Frontier Housing • Houses

SAVE MONEY! Partial Grants for residence rooms
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FINISH ON TIME! Courses to help you
complete your undergraduate degree
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Indoor heated swimming pool.sauna,(rydraSpa Whirlpool, complete
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For more information on the
BIG Summer Advantage in 2002.
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to Cherrywood Health Spa!
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HARVARD PROF VISITS UNIVERSITY
One of the country's most prominent experts on the
issues of race relations and welfare reform will make a
series of visits to the University this spring. Harvard
sociologist Dr. William Julius Wilson has been named
the President's first visiting scholar in ethnic studies.
During his initial visit to Bowling Green on Feb. 7-8,
Wilson will deliver a public lecture on Feb. 7.

CAMPUS
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TAFT VISITS CAMPUS
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
FRIDAY:
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
TABLE FOR CUSTOM-MADE
VALENTINE POEMS SALE,
The Graduate Writers Club
will have a table where
they will be selling poems
for Valentines Day
Bonen-Thompson Student
Union and Olscamp
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
PINK ONIONS:
REFLECTIONS ON THE
NOSTALGIC TENDERNESS
AND RAW PUNGENCY OF
YOUTH, This is a national
luned exhibition open to
work in all media that
addresses the themes or
iconography ol childhood
and adolescence
Willard Wankelman Gallery

10 a m. -4 p.m.
DANCE MARATHON SALES.
Kappa Kappa Gamma are
selling flip-Hops as a
fundraiser for Dance
Marathon
Bowen- Thompson Student
Union and Education Steps
10 a m. - bp.m.
DELTA SIGMA THETA
TICKET SALES, Tickets will
be on sale for Delta Sigma
Theta & Phi Beta Sigma
Cabaret.
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union
? 30 p m. - 3 30 p m.
LECTURE/DEMONSTRATION
WITH GUITARISTS SERGIO
AND ODAIR ASSAD MASTER
CLASS. The event is part of
a two-day community resi-

dency sponsored in part by
a grant from the Ethnic
Cultural Arts Program.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center

mation call the center box
office at (419) 372-8171 or
1-800-589-2224.
Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center

7 p.m.
HOCKEY VS. WESTERN
MICHIGAN
BGSU Ice Arena

8pm
"SCISSORS, PAPER,
ROCK!" A Modern Dance
Concert presented by the
University Dancers (UPD).
This concert features a new
modem dance work by
Tammy Met! Starr; also,
"Gumboots," a South
African boot dance set by
Habib Idnssu Tickets
available at the door; no
reserve seats; $10 general,
$7 students/seniors. For
more information, please
call 372-8521 or 3726905
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

8 p.m.
FESTIVAL SERIES
CONCERT WITH
GUITARISTS SERGIO AND
ODAIR ASSAD, The
Brazilian-born brothers are
considered the preeminent
guitar duo in the world. The
program at BGSU will
include works by Jacob
Bittencourt. Leo Brouwer,
Joaquin Rodngo and Astor
Piaaolla. For ticket infor-

GUBERNATIONAL VISIT: Gov. Bob Taft visited
the University's Bowen-Thompson Student Union
and Photochemical department early yesterday
morning. Top, The Photochemical department displays methods of facial reconstruction of mummies belonging to the Toledo Museum of Art. Left,
Taft conferences with BGSU Firelands in the
Union theatre. Above, Taft and Ribeau discuss
laser research performance on campus which
could contribute to cancer treatment advancements.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"A:*****
LOCATION. PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
S17 E. REF.D - At Thurslin One Bedroom. I Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year TWo Person Rate S54O.O0
One Year Two Person Rale S4S0.00
521 E. MERRY Close lo Oflenhauer
Furnished one balh
School Year Two Person Rate J685 00
One Year - Two Person Rate $570 00
451 THURST1N Across rrom OITenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath
School Year One Person Rate- S380.00.
One Year One Person Rate $340 00
505 CLOUCH ■ Campus Manor
Two Bedroom Furnished One Balh Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $650 00
One Year • Two Person Rate $560.00
449 455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Furn or Unfurn
School Year One Person Rale $420 00
One Year • One Person Rale • $37000
720 SECOND One Bedroom Furnished
School Year One Person Rate $420 00
One Year • One Person Rate $365 00

707,711,715, 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished
School Year Furnished - One Person $395 00
One Year - Furnished • One Person $350.00
402 HIGH Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Furn or Unfurn
School Year Furnished - Two Person $590 00
One Year • Furnished ■ TVro Person $475 00
825 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished, I Bath.
School Year One Person Rate - $450 00
One Year One Person Rate $40000
701 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished.
I Balh Plus Vanity in BR
School Year Two Person Rate $620 00
One Year Two Person Rate $520 00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity in Hall
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate - $56000
One Year Furnished • Two Person Rate $470 00
707 SIXTH Two Bedrooms 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall
School Year Furnished Twu Person Rate $545 00
Cine Year Furnished Two Person Rate • $460 00
802 SIXTH Two Bedroom. Dishwasher I Bath Plus Vanity
School Year Furnished Two Person Rate - $610 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rate $510 00
840 851) SIXTH Ruck I ed(je Minoi
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Balhs. Dishwashers
School Yc.il Furnished Two Person Rate $640 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rate • $530 00
818 SEVENTH Two Bedrooms. I Bath. Vanity in Hall
School Year Furnished Two Person Rale ■ $545 00
One Year Furnished Two Person Rate $450 00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished
School Year Two Person Rale- $550 00
One Year Two Person Rale $470 00
724 S. College Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 1/2 Baths. Dishwashers
Sthool Ye.ii Two Person Rate $640 00
One Year Two Person Rate - $530 00
We have iiuiny oihrr units available Slop In rhe Rental
OITice for a complete bimbuir

Call |()ll\ \l VVIOVI

REALESTATI . 1\(
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are LOCJ
\I :ii'i l Woostei Street, acrosj
IIIIIMT.II o Hell
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♦ Apartment Features ♦

♦ Community Features ♦

♦ Individual lease by the bedroom

♦ Sand volleyball & basketball court

♦Patios or balconies w/ french doors

♦ State of -the-art 24 hour
computer center

♦ Free W/D in every apartment
♦ Ceiling fans in every bedroom
♦ Furnished units available
♦ Microwaves included

MOST
FULL!

♦ Game room with pool table
24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center
♦ Resort style pool with hot tub

BGSU

Moo*!*. SI

706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH

353-5100

STERLING UNIVERSITY

f

1

1

o Sterling
i University
^Enclave
ra» H*****, >o*i

:.■■*/

www.suhenclave.com

Open 7 Days a Week

An SUH* Community SUH" is a trademark of SUH, Inc.
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QUOTEI'.VgrOTK
"If I want to sit by myself and watch football by myself with the dogs, I'm going to. I
even fired up a pretzel the other day and it
went down smoothly."

OPINION

President George W. Bush, insisting that his choking incident will not change
his routine.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Addicted to
dating shows
Vegetarians
ON THE STREET
eat more than
salads

I am a vegetarian, and I was
upset by some of the comments made by Chris Kelbley
in his article "Students should
be given more food choices on
campus." I don't know Chris
personally, and I don't want to
sound like I am attacking him,
but I think some of his views
about a vegetarian lifestyle
seemed narrow minded.
I do not think that the quality or variety of the food that is
served to non-vegetarian students suffers because the
University has chosen to serve
vegetarian dishes. Out of the
many choices that were
offered tonight during dinner
at Commons only two were
vegetarian. I think it is worth
mentioning that non-vegetarian students have the option of
choosing vegetarian dishes,
but vegetarians do not have
the same luxury of choosing
the dishes with meat in them.
In that respect, I think that it is
actually vegetarians who have
the limited options.
When I toured the
University, I made a point of
asking if dining services prepared vegetarian meals (I didn't want to go to a school
where I would starve). When I
received the response "We
have a salad bar,'' I laughed.
Do non-vegetarians really
think that all vegetarians eat
are salads? I'd like to point out
that eating salads made of iceberg lettuce really don't provide that much nutritional
value, and vegetarians can't be
expected to live off those
alone or else we'd never survive. I'd also like to point out
that the "small pieces of bacon
or ham" that Chris would like
mixed up in his salad may not
already be in the lettuce, but
they still are offered on the
salad bar. This is yet another
option for students who eat
meat.

One last thing I'd like to say
is that there are many private
businesses that did change
their menus in order to offer
more options to vegetarians.
Many restaurants serve boca
burgers, pasta with meatless
sauce, vegetable sandwiches,
etc. They recognize the fact
that there are vegetarians in
this world, and I think it is
only right that this University
has done the same.
I did not "make up reasons
why 1 cannot eat certain
foods" just to be difficult.
Being a vegetarian is my
choice. It's something that I
believe in and that I do for my
health. It's as much my right
to be a vegetarian as it is for
someone else not to be. I am
not complaining in order to
get my way or to take away
rights from other people. I am
simply asking for a little consideration.

STEFANIE STEELE
Student

Shadows closing isn't the end
of the world
All this brouhaha over
Shadows changing its hour's
back are ridiculous. The students who live in the Kreischer
and Harshman Quadrangles
are whining like three-yearolds because they cannot wear
their Spiderman pajamas and
gorilla head slippers to a snack
bar. They argue that they are
being unfairly forced to leave
their dorm to go facilitate their
late night snacking habits.
BOO HOO! Shadows was
never intended to be the main
snack bar on campus, it was
just filling in while the Union
was being renovated. Those
students who complain
should be thankful that

Shadows is not downsizing
back to its original menu of
grill items and ice cream only.
The fact that Shadows offers
subs and pizza is a very big
bonus compared to what they
could have been left with.
Why did we sink $30+ million into creating a bigger better student union? So students
from all over campus could
have somewhere to eat on
weekends and late at night
during the week, oh and it is a
little bit more central to campus than Kreischer is. The fact
that these students are complaining about having to walk
2-3 minutes to get their late
night food is pathetic. Can you
get any lazier? If you are so
hungry on Saturday night at
10pm, and the brutal walk to
the Union is too much for you
to endure, call Dominos. It is
obvious if you cannot make
that walk you are not that
hungry. These are obviously
the people who throw on 30
pounds their freshman year
because they have a distaste
for stressful tasks such as getting out of bed, moving or
breathing. After reading the
horror stories from random
students on the east side of
campus about the great injustice Shadows is doing to them
by not being open late, I could
not help not caring. At no
point in the last two years has
anybody shed a tear for the
students on the west side of
campus who have walked
from the likes of MacDonald
and Offenhauer to get late
night food. I don't hear them
whining about Shadows cutting their hours back, and the
Union reopening. The students of Kreischer who are
complaining need to grow up
and deal with what the university has dealt them.
CHAD CARPER
Student/Shadows Manager

Do you think working
out and eating right
are important?

BITTER AND
GRIZZLED
AndyShotwell

JAMES JONES
JUNIOR

"Yea, it helps you live
longer ana look
better!'

NIKKI MOORE
FRESHMAN

"Yes, but I really don't
work out."

THOMAS CHAILL0T
SENIOR

"Yes, of course it is."

"Yes. It's your body,
you have to take care
ofit."
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AT ISSUE The show "Elimidate" is every man's
fantasy come true.

My friends, I know many of
you look up to me as a symbol
of strength and purity, so it is
with a heavy heart that I admit
that I too am weak like you.
Sampson lost his strength
when Delilah betrayed him
and cut his hair (typical
woman). Achilles got his Greek
ass kicked after he was struck
in the ankle. Bill Clinton was
reduced to an ignorant goober
in the presence of chubby
interns. And I; I am powerless
against the prime-time dating
show. I have an insatiable
addiction. Most twelve-step
programs claim that the first
step is admitting that you have
a problem, so here it goes. I
have a problem. Wow, that felt
good.
We've been extremely busy
this semester, but when our
schedules allow it, my roommates and I are glued to the
glowing television screen,
entranced by the dating shows'
hedonistic splendor. Why do I
watch this crap? I've been
doing some research and as far
as I can tell every dating show
ends in one of two ways. Most
of the dates end with the two
people hating each other more
than the Israelites hate the
Palestinians. But every so often,
the show ends with soft-pomstyle foreplay in a hot tub followed by a dramatic camera
fade. These are the only two
options without exception, and
quite frankly the first one is a
whole lot more entertaining. I
get to feel good about myself
because most of the fools the
producers find for these shows
make me look like Don luan.
I can guarantee that most
males prefer "Elimidate" to
other shows in the genre (only
when a guy is doing the elimidating or course). This program represents every guy's
fantasy. You get to go on a date
with four girls, all of whom are
usually knockouts and who
have the combined IQ of fill
dirt, and pit them against each
other in a bitter winner-takesall battle for your attention. Do
you want to hear the best part?
If one of the girls talks too
much you can blatantly tell her
that she sucks on national television and kick her off of the
There are also some unspoken rules of Elimidate. First, all
contestants are usually of the
same ethnic background. God
forbid the producers mix races
in the same half an hour
episode. That would be way
too politically correct to get ratings. Instead, they produce
separate Caucasian and
African American shows and
sprinkle in some Hispanic contestants here and there for
good measure. Asians are
grossly underrepresented.
The next rule is that the first
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girl to get the shaft is always the
least attractive, always. I say
least attractive instead of ugly
because I couldn't pick up any
ot these girls even if they were
passed out on the bar floor. By
the second round, two of the
girls usually hate each other
and start taking cheap shots at
each other's silicone enhanced
body parts. No matter how
cool the third girl is, the guy
will indefinitely choose to keep
the two who hate each other
because it makes him feel
more important. Further proving that all males think with
their most undiscriminating
organ, every show the guy gets
the bright idea to hold a "kissing competition" to make his
final decision.
Usually one girl gives him a
respectable PG-13 lass and. the
other one jams her tongue
down his throat and starts
sucking on his fingers.
Although most of the blood has
flown away from his head
(please note that I am skipping
the perverted pun that logically
follows on purpose), at this
point the guy's brain usually
kicks back in and he realizes
that his mother will probably
see the show and that no real
girl will go out with him once
he gets back to school if he
picks the slut. He then proceeds to go against my roommates' desperate pleas and
picks the respectable girl.
Although the show ends, one
can only assume that he
spends the rest of the evening
unsuccessfully trying to get the
girl he picked to kiss him like
the one he ditched.
So anyway, I got to thinking
and I feel the fact that I'm fifteen pounds overweight
shouldn't stop me from my
dream. After all, this is
America My buddy has a camcorder and his girlfriend will
probably loosen the leash long
enough for him to follow me
around for a couple of hours.
And I'm figuring there are at
least four girls on campus that
would go out with me, if only
for the experience. Hell, maybe
I'll get the powers that be to
play the tape at Olscamp. If all
goes well, we can make this a
weekly on-campus event. The
following week we'll do the first
ever all Asian Elimidate
episode with my friend.
Howard. And after that I'll set
up Nick "The Croatian
Sensation" Mikulic and Blake "I
told you not to use my name"
Frei. You see ladies, I have an
endl^s supply of friends who
are eager to embarrass you.
Whoops, did I say embarrass? I
meant, "show you a good
time," so don't procrastinate,
ladies. Get your applications in
today. Tell me anything you
want about yourself, just make
sure to include your measurements and the number of your
past dates that have ended in
hot tubs.
Interested in being part of
Andy's dating show? Let him
know what a great date you'd be
at Shotzy210@aoLcom.
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TEEN CHARGED WITH OPERATING PORN
INDEPENDENCE, Ky. (AP) — A 15-year-old boy was
charged with 692 felony counts of distributing child
pornography on a website he operated from his parents' home. The boy, who has no criminal record, faces
up to 45 days in jail for each count if convicted. He is
set to go to trial Feb. 22.

NATION

THE NEXT BIG THING
U.S. teens join text messaging craze
By Martha Irvine
»P NATIONAL WRITER

Associated Press Photo
COMMUNICATION: Jackie Snydets, 16, shows a text
message on the screen of her cell phone.

You could call Jackie Snyders a bit
of a cell phone junkie, though you
won't see her constantly holding one
to her ear.
She's one of a growing number of
American teens helping to usher in a
form of high-tech communication
already popular in Europe and Asia—
text messaging.
The teen-ager from suburban
Denver discovered the feature recently, and now uses her cell phone keypad to punch ii i and send quick messages to her best friend and parents.
Her new habit helped build up a
S300-plus phone bill last month.
"My mom wasn't too happy,"
admits Jackie, who's since cut back a
bit on the messages, which cost her 5
cents each to send. The first 50 she
receives each month are free, but after
that they also are 5 cents apiece.
Heather Mazursky, a 15-year-old
from New Rochelle, N.Y., has started
text messaging her friends, too.
Even though using cell phones during school is not allowed, she says

many students silently
MESSAGING PHRASES Technology who left
send text messages to
to found a company
FICCL Frankly I could care
buddies in other classcalled Digit Wireless.
less.
Besides
cell
es. She recently sent
one, on the sly, while
phones, text mesILU/1LY: I love you
sages also can be
watching a movie in
CU L8ter: See you later
English class.
sent from computers and some pagers.
Wireless
experts
F2K: Free to talk?
agree that text messagFilled with abbreviaing also called SMS for
tions and phonetic
JK: Just kidding
"Short
Message
spellings as short
LMA: Leave me alone
Service," is catching on
cuts, messages can
say anything from
in this country.
TBC: To be continued
Officials at Cingular
"hi, wot r u doing?"
Wireless, for example,
to "ILU" (I love you).
say they've seen text message traffic
Industry experts say text messaging
increase 450 percent in just the last six caught on quicker in Europe and Asia
months. And many industry surveys than in America, partly because text
have found that teens are, by far, the messaging is often cheaper there than
cell phone calls. Also, unlike many
most common users of the service.
"They have an openness to new U.S. services, messages there can be
things, and they have a burning need sent between cell phones from differto communicate," says David Levy, a ent service providers (though many
former
professor
at
the expect the American system to
Massachusetts
Institute
of change, eventually).

Text messages also have occasionally helped in emergencies. Last year,
a dozen British tourists were rescued
from a boat off Bali after they sent a
text message all the way to England.
Right now, some people are still just
figuring out how to decipher their
messages.
Companies worldwide are coming
up with more uses for text messages
as their market grows.
Upoc, a New York-based firm, is
creating "mobile communities" — for
example, a Madonna fan club — that
receive text messages as a group.
While experts agree that text messaging is clearly most popular with
teens, Upoc's marketing director
Andrew Pimentel says, "I think you're
going to find a sort of trickle up."
He and his colleagues envision the
day when pharmaceutical companies will message patients to remind
them to take their medication — and
then track their responses.
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stamper'

Stiuleiit Union

mail&copycenler

NFW
Networked & Walk-In Full Color Copies (letter, legal, poster)
_
Lamination (ID size through 11x17)
SERVICES
r,„ Sttvteaa

We continue to offer:

7
Jan. 28th, 2002

•Full-service B/VV copies
•Envelopes
•Stamp and Money ordersales
•Resume Kits
•Priority and Express Mail
•Plus, many other services!

Standard, Fronch
8c Custom
S&rvlces Avallablo.

We have extended hours:
IMon.-Thurs. 8am-8pm, Fri. 8am-5pm, Sat. 10am-2pm, Sun. 4pm-8pm

'W<zl6-i*t4 Ti/etcOtPte! Mon-Sat: 9arn - 9pm
1180 N. Main #7 ♦ Bowling Green

[JIMMY JOHNS
SUPER BOWL
WHY COOK?

WE DELIVER,

stamper's mail & copy center • 227 Union • 372-9633

Sunday: llam-5pm

ADVANCE STUDENT
TICKET PICKUP
FOR SATURDAYS GAME

MONDAY thru FRIDAY
MEN'S
BASKETBALL
SUBS AVAILABLE

PARTY PLATTERS
AND PARTY SUBS
24 HR. NOTICE,
PLEASE

352 7200
BOWLING
GREEN

I

AX 352 720

I

SATURDAY
FEBRUARY
2ND
vs.

(OH)
1 :DDPM

MIAMI

BGSU STUDENTS CAN PICKUP
ONE TICKET FDR THIS
SATURDAY'S GAME AGAINST
MIAMI AT THE BGSU TICKET
OFFICE LOCATED INSIDE
ANDERSON ARENA
•STUDENTS MUST PRESENT A
BGSU STUDENT ID

ON DAMEDAY STUDENTS MUST
PRESENT THEIR TICKET AND
BGSU ID TO GAIN ADMITTANCE
•STUDENTS WITHDUT TICKET OR ID WILL
NDT BE ADMITTED

THE TICKET OFFICE WILL
DISTRIBUTE STUDENT TICKETS
ALL WEEK UNTIL ALLOTMENT IS
GONE

■ ,_, r r . ^ ■_ HOURS:

#

9:DDAM UNTIL 5:DQPM
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TRACK: MEN AND WOMEN TRAVEL TO KENTUCKY. PAGE 7

BRIEFING
BG swimmers host
Miami Saturday

FRIDAY

BGSUI»lCO«S COH

The Bowling Green Men's
and Women's Swim Teams will
host a home meet this
Saturday. Feb. 2 at Cooper
!'o. il in the Student Recreation
Center. The 1 p.m. meet will
see the Falcons face off
against Ohio and Miami, both
of the Mid-American
Conference.
The Falcon Men are 0-4 in
MAC competition and 3-6
overall. The Bobcats come
into Saturday's meet 1-1 in the
MAC and 4-3 overall, while
the Redhawks are undefeated
in conference competition at
4-0 and post a 9-1 overall
record.

February 1,
2002
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLINC GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Falcons look for another win
ByNickHurm
THE BC NEWS

Reds
ballpark
on
schedule
By Joe Kay
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI
The
Cincinnati Reds' new ballpark is
on schedule to open in 2003,
despite a delay in getting some
steel for the framework, a construction
supervisor
said
Thursday.
Great American Ball Park also
is slightly under budget, though
not enough to prompt changes
in design, Reds chief operating
officer lohn Allen said.
Construction supervisors led
reporters on a tour of the partially completed stadium Thursday,
taking them into the framework
of the building that will become
the team's offices.
They also got to stand on a
concourse behind home plate
and look at the outline of the
40,000-scat ballpark along the
Ohio River. The Reds will play
one more season at adjacent
Cinergy Field, their home since
1970.
Contractors have met all the
major construction targets so far,
helped by an unusually warm
winter. A project manager said
Thursday that a delay in getting
some of the steel won't be a setback.
"The steel should be finished
three or four weeks late, which
doesn't present a particular problem," manager Ty Heinmiller
said.
The budget and the construction schedule are under close
scrutiny because of the problems
in building Paul Brown Stadium,
located a half-mile away.
The Bengals' new stadium cost
$457 million, roughly $51 million
over budget, when it opened in
2000. Hamilton County taxpayers had to cover the additional
costs.
The Reds' $330 million ballpark is being built under a different arrangement Taxpayers are
responsible for a maximum of
$280 million; the Reds will have
to pay for the rest of the cost
When bids for steel and concrete came in higher than anticipated, the Reds made changes in
the stadium plans last year to
reduce costs and keep the budget in line.
Although costs currently are
running slightly below projections, Allen said the club wont
restore the items eliminated
from the design last year.
"We're not that far under budget," he said.
The schedule calls for the team
to get access to the field on Aug.
1, when it can start installing a
drainage system, dirt and grass.
The Reds already have bought
Kentucky bluegrass from a company in Indiana
The Bengals installed the same
type of grass at their field this season, but it came up in clumps
because it didn't have enough
time to put down roots. Allen
said the longer the grass has to
grow before games begin, the
better it will hold up.
"It really helps if it takes hold, if
you get it planted soon enough,"
he said.
The Reds plan to move into
their new offices in November.
The ballpark is scheduled to be
completed in one year.
"Theoretically, we take possession of the facility next Feb. 1,"
Allen said. "Everybody I've talked
to (on other teams) has said that
two hours before that first game,
they were putting the last touches on it.

Nobody in the Mid-American
Conference has done a better
job in the month of February of
romancing the win column than
Bowling Green.
The Falcons hold a 20-6
record since 1999 during
February. In 2000, BG won its
first Mid-American Conference
championship under Dan
Dakich at Marshall on Feb. 28
after going 7-2 during the
month.
With a 15-4, 5-3 record, the
Falcons will need another
February charge to make a run
at a MAC championship. BG's
first step is tlirough East Division
rival Miami Saturday with a 1
p.m. Anderson Arena tipoff.
"This is a big game for us," BG
forward Corey Eyink said.
"Coach (Dakich) stressed that
every time we win, someone else
is losing. Miami is an athletic
team who likes to penetrate the
middle. We have to keep them
contain."
Miami is also trying to make a
push at a Division title. They
took a big step last Saturday with
a home win over Western
Division leader Ball State 80-77.
The Falcons and RedHawks find
themselves tied for the third spot
of the East Division boasting
identical conference records.
Kent State is still at the top of the
conference at 8-1, followed by
Ohio at 6-3.
"1 think we can make a move,
but it will be tough," Miami
coach Charlie Coles said. "I've
been around this league as long
as anybody and I can say that
there have never been four better teams at the top of the conference (Ball State, Bowling
Green, Kent Sate and Ohio).
Sorry everyone else if I've made
you mad, but those are the four."

BG VS. MIAMI
TIPOFF: 1 p.m. at Anderson
Arena
RADIO: 88 1FMWBGU
Scott Ward and Phil Prusa will
call the play-by-play action.
Ziggy Zoomba's pre-game
starts at 12:30 p.m.

The RedHawks have not faired
well on the road, winning only
twice in 10 attempts, one of
which was on a neutral floor
(Boston College in Hawaii).
Miami center Alex Shorts leads
the team, averaging 13.7 ppg.

NOTES
• BG senior Keith McLeod
earned his first double-double of
his career against Western
Michigan Wednesday with 30
points and 10 rebounds.
McLeod is still leading the league
in scoring averaging 23.8 ppg.
McLeod and senior center Len
Matela (15.6 ppg.) are the MAC'S
top scoring tadem.
• The Falcons easily manhandled Miami in their last meeting
at Anderson Arena. McLeod and
Matela combined for 41 points
and 16 rebounds in the 67-51
win. Brandon Pardon had a
team high seven assists.
• Last year during Dakich's
'backward coat' campaign,
Coles came out of the locker
room emulating the BG coach.
Coles said later if the trick
worked for Dakich, then he
might as well try it too.
• McLeod's national hype continues. Last week after the Kent
State contest, a reporter from
Sports Illustrated interviewed
the Canton native. McLeod is
also making his way up the list as
BG's career leading scorer. He is
now sixth all-time with 1,593

Chrti Schooler BG News

WRIST SHOT: Freshman Erik Crawford shoots the ball in a recent game.

points. Former Falcon Anthony
Stacey is BG's leading career

scorer with 1,938 points.
McLeod will need 345 points

over the next 11 games to break
Staceys mark.

BG Women hope to Hockey takes
rebound at Buffalo on Broncos
By Erica Gambaccini

ByJason A. Dixon
THE SG NEWS

The women's basketball
team travels to take on the
Buffalo Bulls Saturday, looking
to bounce back from an 82-51
loss at the hands of the Toledo
Rockets.
Many coaches believe that a
team is only as strong as their
weakest link. And in the case of
the Falcons, no scenario could
be truer in what has been an up
and down season thus far.

Its no secret that when BG
plays well on the defensive end
they usually come out victorious, however, in two of their
last three losses the Falcons
have succumb to the opposition's arsenal assault being
outscored 106-54 in the second
half of games against Ball State
and Toledo, respectively.
Perhaps, the Falcons will be
looking to continue the great
First half defensive performances they have often shown,

CMMMrSGNM
JUMP SHOT: Freshman Sakima Smith jumps up to make a shot
in a previous game this year.

while trying to solve their mental lapses during the second
half of ball games recently, as
they meet up with the Bulls for
the second time this season.
During the first meeting BU
was coming into the game with
an even 7-7 record and boasting a rather impressive 73-47
victory over Akron in the previous contest, while the Falcons
were coming off of a 56-52 loss
to Northern Illinois. BG was
desperately seeking their first
.conference win and someone
to provide a spark for a steadily
sinking ship.
The spark came in the form
of a 6-0 sophomore named
Stefanie Wenzel, who established a new career-high with
30 points, igniting the Falcons
to a 71-69 victory over the
Bulls.
This rematch may take on
different proportions than the
first meeting, because both the
Falcons (6-14,3-6) and the
Bulls (9-10,4-5) find themselves trying to regroup after
tough conference losses.
The Falcons are coming into
the game with a 1-7 road
record, and looking at the past
road defeats lunior Kim Greich
felt that BG would need to do
more then contain BU's leading scorer, Kim Kilpela.
"We're going into the game
knowing that Buffalo will be
looking for revenge. It would be
great to go on the road and get
a victory," Griech said.
"Obviously the crowds going to
be a factor, but we have to go
into their building, defend
their post players and rebound
the ball better then we've done
in previous games".
The tip-off is scheduled for
7:00pm.

1
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After
splitting
with
Michigan last weekend the
Bowling Green hockey team
will go into this weekend
against Western Michigan
with high hopes as they will
return to BGSU Ice Arena after
being on the road for the past
two weeks.
"Everyone is pretty positive," said junior goaltender
Tyler Masters. "There is a kind
of sense of excitement after
last weekend. We realized how
we can play and what it takes."
Masters ended the weekend
with 53 saves as the Falcons
split against the Wolverines.
They defeated U of M the first
night (Friday) by a score of 4-2
and faced a tough loss the next
day (3-2).
"I thought we played with a
lot more emotion, jump and
speed," said sophomore
D'Arcy McConvey. "If we keep
that going we're going to win a
lot of games."
With only 10 conference
games left every win is critical.
"We want to win seven out
of these next 10 games," said
Roger Leonard. "That's a realistic goal."
Two wins this weekend will
increase the Falcon's chance of
getting into the playoffs.
Western Michigan head
coach Jim Culhane said,
"They're a team that's capable
of beating anyone at their
place. They played very well
last week against Michigan
and I'm sure some of that
momentum is going to carry
over. With 10 conference
games left, every game is crucial to us right now, starting
with this weekend's series."
The Falcons plan on

BG VS. W. MICH
FACE-OFF: 7:05 p.m. at
BGSU Ice Arena
RADIO: 88.1 FMWBGU
Dave Crane and Andy Evans
will call the play-by-play
action Friday and Crane and
Steve Mears will call the
action Saturday. Ziggy
Zoomba's pre-game starts
at 6:40 p.m. Friday and 6:30
p.m. Saturday.

extending their emotion from
last weekend into the Western
Michigan game.
"This series is huge,"
Masters said. "We're looking at
these two games as being a
way to move up in the standings."
Currently the Falcons (7-165, 5-11-2 CCHA) are 11th in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association trailing only to
Lake Superior State. Two victories this weekend would
move the Falcons up one
notch in the standings to take
over the Broncos spot (12-104,6-9-3 CCHA).
"They're a good team but
they're definitely not any better than us,"McConvey said.
"It's good motivation for this
weekend."
Last year the Falcons split
with the Broncos, winning the
series opener, 4-2, before
dropping the second game 21.
"I know from last year they
have some great skaters,"
Masters said. "I think with the
excitement in the room right
now we have the opportunity
to really take a run at it. Friday
night we'll be reared up ready
toga"

SPORJS
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Track takes on Kentucky Bucks plan to
attack the net
By Jaymt Ramon
IK! BC NEDS

Bowling Green's men's and
women's track learns will travel
to Kentucky this weekend for
the Rod McCravy Memorial
meet in Lexington.
The Bowling Green men's
team will look to improve on
their seventh place finish from
last week's Central Collegiate
Championships.
Captains
Zerian Peterson, Kerry Koontz,
and Tom Kutter should lead the
team and compete in their
respective events.
The BG women's team will go
to this weekends meet after a
fourth place finish at last weekend's
Central
Collegiate
Championships. They will compete at this weekends two day
meet against high caliber division one teams.
Some of the teams that will be
at the meet are MAC competitor
Miami University and out of
conference opponents include
split squads from Alabama,
Kentucky, and nationally ranked
Georgia.
The Bowling Green women
should challenge for points in
most events, but mainly in the
field events and the throws.
Sophomore shot put specialist
Kerri McClung will compete for

By David Jacobs

Chris Schooler BG News

STRONG FINISH: The men's and women's track team travels to Kentucky this weekend.
points in her event.
Mary
Willems and Lori Williams will
challenge the other women in
the weight throwing event.
The women's 4x400 meter

relay team will try to run under
the four minute barrier for the
second straight week.
Coach Scott Sehmann is hoping that after a hard week of

training his team will "compete
with a little more passion (than
last week), concentrate more on
what they have to do, and build
their confidence."

Tennis faces tough loss to OSU
By Zach Baker
THE BG NEKS

The Bowling Green men's
tennis team knew that they
were going to have to be on the
top of their game against #24
Ohio .State. While their intensity and effort were there, it still
wasn't enough against the
national powerhouse, who
defeated BG 7-0 Wednesday in
Columbus. Coach lay harris
believes that the team was too
focused.
"I think we learned as a
team that we are trying too

ftfave yoiP.
\ read your \
\BG News??}
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at No. 16 in singles.
"I feel pretty good about the
COLUMBUS, Ohio — The team," said Metz, a junior from
days of the one-dimensional Mentor. "Everybody's playing
baseliner staying back and bang- really well and looked sharp out
ing balls may be coming to an there."
end at Ohio State.
Ohio State is playing what the
Coach Ty Tucker figures that team considers its toughest
most of today's college players schedule in school history.
learned the game by spending 10 Matches include contests with
minutes on their net games of Notre Dame, Georgia, Vanderbilt
every hour they practiced.
and Alabama. In all, 12 teams the
Tucker, however, is out to Buckeyes play are ranked in the
change that. He has his team nation's top 35.
working more and more on vol"It's great," Metz said. "Every
leying and net play as it opens match this year is a major chalthe 2002 season.
lenge for us. Overall, our sched"From the time they're 10 ule is the best it's ever been. That
years old, they're told to spend 85 will just get us ready for the Big
percent of their time hitting Ten season."
groundstrokes," Tucker said.
Metz said his game is improv"Now, half the
ing and features
time we're on
"Every match this some changes
the court, we're
from last year.
year is a major
at the net"
"I'm looking
challenge for us.
In just his
to attack more,
third year as Overall, our sched- looking to dicOhio
State's
tate a little bit
coach — after a
ule is the best it's more than last
stellar career as
year,'' he said.
ever been. That
a Buckeye play"Hopefully
will get us ready everything will
er—Tucker has
already earned fyr me Big Jen Sea- fall into place."
praise for turn- *
° „
Metz credits
ing around a
SOn.
Tucker with cremoribund proating a "great
gram. A year
PHIL METZ
environment"
ago,
the
for Ohio State
Buckeyes went 25-4 overall and
players.
"You just hit an unbelievable
8-2 in the Big Ten while claiming
the conference's tournament
amount of balls. If you want to
get better, Ty is there for you,"
title. They also made their second consecutive NCAA tournaMetz said.
loining Metz this year is
ment appearance.
At the age of 30, Tucker was leremy Wurtzman, a transfer
chosen by his peers as the Big from Florida, who's moved up
from No. 35 to No. 20 nationally.
Ten coach of the year.
Ohio State finished last season
"I like T/s coaching style," said
ranked No. 22 in the nation. The Wurtzman, a sophomore from
team lost six of nine players to
Rochester, N.Y. "He's intense. He's
graduation and began the spring on you right from the start."
Wurtzman
notices
the
season at No. 24 and without a
senior on the roster.
increased emphasis on net play.
The Buckeyes opened their
"Most of us are more singles
schedule with wins against players," he said. "We're trying to
come in a lot more and use our
Toledo and Butler.
Individually, Phil Metz leads volleys and good serves to do
Ohio State with a spring ranking better and better."
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

hard," said Harris. "Instead we
need to be relaxing and working our way into the match."
The loss dropped BG to 3-2
in dual match play, lunior
Geoff Hiscox believes that
despite the loss, there were
some positives that could be
derived from the match.
"We started off a little slow,
but we really picked it up as
the match went on," said
Hiscox. "It's a little dissappointing, but hopefully we can
capitalize on the positives in
our upcoming matches."

After a three hour practice
on Thursday, BG will be looking to rebound this weekend
in Kalamazoo. Mich., where
they will play three matches.
Their first will be against
Northern Iowa on Friday, and
then they will face Illinois
State and Kalamazoo College
on Saturday. They defeated
Northern Iowa 4-3 last year in
Las Vegas. They will also have
to be without the services of
sophomore Milos lirout this
weekend, who pulled a quad
muscle against Ohio State."

"It's going to be tough to not
have Milos," Harris said. "But
this will also be an opportunity for another player to step

up."

After this weekend, the
Falcons will not have another
match until they play Drake on
Feb. 16. Geoff Hiscox believes
the team will head into the
break on a high note.
"We have a little more experience and we are ready for
what's coming up," Hiscox
said. "I expect us to play very
well."

For all you Thursday Night partiers.Jt is
estimated that at any one time, 0.7% of
the world's population are drunk!!!

Alpha Chi Omega is rooting for

Indian Rivers Apts.

Tgler Knight «33
Rtjan MlnnabaiTlett «18
GO HOCKEY PLAYERS!!!

702 4th St.

acious 2 BedroomTownhouse !
• Furnished
• Deck, dishwasher
• 2 car garages
• Spiral staircase
• storage/study room

Lonqpatulalions

n

231.25/mo per person for
4 occupants
plus utilities
Call Jan 352-1104
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VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
I 3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.

§g© ©IFF
ID!iP©OT
with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/17 - 2/27.
(Discount taken per unit)

Now Leasing

MLJHW2 Expires 2/27/02

2 Bedroom 'furnished & llnfurnished

O..

May and August 2002
1 Bedroomi summeronly

Limited AvaikBCe

To Rent!!
GRFENBRIAR, INC.

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OH 43402

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

2 Blocks from

Campus
480 Lehman
3543533
I

i

BQSU
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Alpha Chi Omega 1
Dean's List Fall 2001 I
Leslie Axe**
Ashley Babb
Becky Branic
Molly Bucher,•
Sandy Burns
Sarah Burns
Beverly Butcher
Melissa Carville
Angela Dudek
AlieEdie
Kari Evans
Erica Eversole
AndrCS Freeman
KrisriiiGarver**
MicheleGav
Steph Gerrone
Carey Giidden
Sarah Hanna
Sarah Healy
J

Tricia High
Jessi Ickes**
Suzy Johnson**
Kelly Kaufman**
AlliKoscho
Brandt Litre ra 1
Catie Lntes
Marianthe Papas
Lindsay Paul
Cassandra Rubino
Megan Shadwick
Brooke Simko
Adrienne Skrbina
Grace Stobaugh
Maureen
VandervortLinda
Webb
Karen Wood**
Denon Wrentmore 1
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Patriots on the rise; for how long??
Give me a break Pats Patriots Super Bowl
CRAIG
GIFFORD

ning the big game.
But the chances of those
events happening are as unlikelow Machine
ly as the Carolina Panthers
The New England Patriots chances of going to the playoffs
have a good chance to win the next season. In other words, get
Super Bowl this weekend.
ready for the type of Super Bowl
Of course, that's if the Rams that we are treated to all too freMarshall Faulk decides he'd quently— a blowout
rather be a food vendor In the
The Superdome is a turf field
New Orleans Superdome as he and the Rams aren't called the
was in his youth, rather than be "greatest show on turf" for
today's greatest running back in nothing. Their wide receivers,
it.
Tory Holt, Isaac Bruce and Az
Kurt Warner lost his voice two Hakeem, are all speed receivers
weeks ago. If he were to some- who are uncatchable in the
how lose his sight this week, open field. They can catch any
that too would give the Patriots ball within a reasonable range,
a pretty strong chance of win- making them doubly dangerous.
In order to stop the Rams on
DOUBLES
the turf, a team needs four great
2 Cheese Pizzas
defensive backs. Three to stop
Bruce, Holt and Hakeem and
Sm.
Mefl.
La.
one to stop Faulk after he runs
$8
$10
$13
past the linemen and linebackExtra Item* each pizza
ers.
$.75
$1.00
$1.25
Beyond Lawyer Milloy and
Ado breadttix 12 25
Troy Vincent, the Patriots don't
PA PIZO'S i have much greatness in the sec"Crispy Crunchy"
ondary.
Breasted CHICKEN
However, St. Louis' two losses
a Piece Chicfcen $5 50
this season did come at home,
on a turf field. That was more
8 Piece Bucket $10.50
due to turnovers than anything
else though.
Good it BO, PambarvUte,
I
The only real chance the
WMwvMttBradrar
Ovw 3.5 MNNon Pizza* Sold | Patriots have is if the Rams
become complacent and turn
Op—» 4 pjw. WMBIIIII, hgich wiwindi
Coupon
TRIE DELIVERY | the ball over several time, much
E«cr«
(419)352-5166. as they did in their losses
2/2 &>o?
203 N Main B G ■ against
New Orleans and
Tampa Bay.
That plan nearly worked for
ITtan
■ the Patriots when they played
Serving You
M
the Rams in week 10 this sea-

b-s"i

son, which, by the way, was the
last time New England lost. Kurt
Wamer threw for 405 yards, but
also threw four interceptions.
The Patriots came within a
touchdown from winning that
game, losing 24-17.
Complacency is unlikely to
affect the Rams this week, considering that if you can't get up
to play in the Super Bowl, you
are in the wrong profession.
Besides the Rams having an
overabundance of talent on
offense, to go with the number
three defense in the league history is also not on the Patriots
side.
History is as big a part of
football as any sport, especially when it comes to the Super
Bowl. The Cowboys and
Steelers don't lose Super
Bowls, the Bills and Vikings
don't win them and the
Patriots get blown out when
they play the Super Bowl in
New Orleans. New England
lost the Super Bowl to the
Packers in 1996 by a score of
34-21 and lost to the Bears in
1986, 46-10, both times in the
Super Dome.
Belichick is a defensive mastermind and will have his
team fully prepared to compete with the Rams. However,
it will take more than a mastermind to stop the "greatest
show on turf." It will take a
miracle.
New England may have
already run out of miracles,
though, after their second
round game against the
Raiders,
featuring
the

story like good 'B' movie
ERIK
CASSANO
Shy and Frisky
They rise up en mass once
every five to ten years, like a
swarm of locusts. Nobody
expects them, but when they
are done, most everything
around them has been chewed
up and spat out.
Sounds like the plot line
from a "B" movie, but its the
story of the New England
Patriots. Which is kind of
appropriate. The Patriots are a
perennial B-list team in the
NFL Nobody looks at them
very closely when prognosticating the NFL playoff picture,
they are seldom anybody's first
pick to go to the Super Bowl
because they are mostly a sub.500 team. But, once in a while,
they take the league by surprise
and win a couple of playoff
games they, at least on paper,
had no business winning.
The 1985 Patriots made
stripping the other team of the
ball their specialty. Nobody
took the idea of running
turnover drills in practice seriously until the Pats became the
first team ever to win three
road playoff games en route to
the Super Bowl. Now, turnover
differential is one of the bestkept statistics in the league.
The 1996 Patriots were the
reformed product of Bill

Parcells. They beat the then- defending AFC champion
Steelers, and the upstart
Jacksonville Jaguars in the
playoffs. Current Patriot coach
Bill Belichick was that team's
defensive coordinator.
There was one problem with
those teams: They lost the
Super Bowl. Badly. Super Bowl
XX ushered in the Super Bowl's
"blowout era" as the Bears
vaporized the Patriots. The
Pats netted just seven yards
rushing in the entire game, and
quarterback Tony Eason was
out before halftime. That game
paved the way for the lopsided
Redskins-Broncos,
49ersBroncos, and Cowboys-Bills
contests of the next 10 years.
Eleven years later, the
Packers rode a pair of punt
returns for touchdowns by
MVP Desmond Howard to a
double-figure win over the Pats
in Super Bowl XXXI.
So why will this year be any
different? The game is in the
Superdome, just like the last
two Super Bowls were for the
Pats. That wouldn't be significant except for the fact they are
playing the St. Louis Rams, the
best turf team in sports since
the 1991 Minnesota Twins.
One, Drew Bledsoe isn't
starting at quarterback. He
gets flustered too easily in the
pocket. Patriot drives stall out
when Bledsoe chucks hasty

passes away.
Two, Tom Brady is starting as
quarterback. He played in the
Big Ten, where defenses are
usually strong, so anything the
Rams throw at him probably
isn't going to make him run
and hide. He lacks the raw
talent of Bledsoe, but his
mental makeup seems to suit
big games better.
Three, Belichick's strong
defense. Belichick has fielded
strong defenses wherever he
has gone. The only difference
was that with the Giants, Jets
and '96 Pats, Parcells got most
of the credit.
With the
Browns, politics and animosity masked anything good that
came out of his tenure. Keep
in mind that if the Rams have
a weakness, it's coughing the
ball up.
Four, Troy Brown. Randy
Moss and Terrell Owens may
jump higher and whine louder, but you'd be hard-pressed
to find a receiver who had a
better overall season than
Brown.
Last—and maybe this is
most important—a Patriots
victory will keep New
Englanders' minds off the
Red Sox for a few months.
You can only analyze the job
status of Red Sox GM Dan
Duquette so many dozens of
times before its gets really old
(you hear that, ESPN.com?)

Domino's
Pizza

SUPER BOWL

SUNDAY

1616 E. Wooster Unit #8

BOWEN THOMPSON STUDENT

^L 353-MEGA
6 3 4 2

@THE

WATCH THE GAME
OIM THE f Rtr-i) SCREEN

Ganrtepayjjiisiwiiiglt
$30.

PRE-GAME: 1:30 P.M. GAME TIME: 6:18 P.M.
THEATER, SECOND FLOOR

3 Large 1 Topplnjj
20 Buffalo.
2-2Llte
add topp
add

OPEN FOR HUNGRY FANS!
BLACK

SWAM?
PUB

@N!GHT

CARNATIO£SJ
CAFE

*

BAKERY

BRING YOUR FRIENDS!
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

BGSU
'.

$25
lo Wings
CtfHBQ
Eh

'ressing
<ts each
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Party Pack

Tail Gate Special

Superbowl Special

Four Large
One Topping Pizzas

One Extra Large Pizza With
Two Toppings & a Two
Liter of Coke

with purchase of large pizza at
regular price.

S
/
AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Not valid with any othef offer. Valid only at paMicipatifhj locations
Customer pays all applicable sales tax Additional toppings extra
Expires Feb 29,2002.

1/

t

FREE BREADSTICKS

S1Q99
\>

13

FREE CHEESESTICKS

V"

AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Not valid with any other offer Valid only at participating locations
Customer pays all applicable sales tax Additional toppings extra
Expires Feb 29.2002

'-

with purchase of extra large pizza
at regular price.

-vt

AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Not vahd with any other offer Valid onry at participating locations
Customer pays all applicable sales tax Additional toppings extra
Expires Feb 29,2002

What a Meal Deal

Good To Eat

Papa's Deal

One Large One Topping Pizza
One Order of Cheese Sticks &
a Two liter of Coke

One Large
One Topping Pizza

Two Large
One Topping Pizzas

$1189
■ ■

AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Not valid with any other offer Valid onry at participating locad
Customer pays all applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra
Expires Feb 29.2002

$"
%

$1999

12

7

AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Not vahd with any other offer Valid onry at participating location
Customer pays all applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra
Expires Feb. 29,2002.

-_

—

;

I

AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
Not valid with any other offer Vahd only at participating locations
Customer pays all applicable sates tax Additional toppmgs extra
Expires Feb 29.2002
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Schwarzrock rolls to big lead
By Doug Fenuson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. —
Brent Schwarzrock must have
taken a few lips from Davis Love
III on how to play the front nine
at Pebble Beach.
After starting on No. 10 and
not getting much out of his
round, Schwarzrock played his
final eight holes in 8-under par
and finished with a 64, giving
him a two-stroke lead Thursday
in the Pebble Beach National
Pro-Am.
Schwarzrock's 28 on the front
nine tied the record at Pebble
Beach, last set a year ago by Love,
his mentor on the PGA Tour and
his neighbor on Sea Island, Ga.
"I want to pick up tomorrow
where I left off today,"
Schwarzrock said
Matt Ciogcl, who squandered a
seven-stroke lead over Tiger
Woods two years ago, put hin isell
in position for another chance
with a 66 at Pebble Beach. He
was joined by Q-school winner
Pat Perez, who got his 66 at
Poppy Hills.
Woods used a Nike Golf driver
for the first time in competition,
but what he really needed was a
chainsaw.
Trees cost him a chance at
Ihree birdies on the par 5s at
Poppy Hills, and Woods kept
alive his streak of never breaking
70 on Poppy — the one course
that figures to set up perfecdy for
him because of its five par 5s.
He was 4 under through seven
holes but finished with a 70, and
only a few complaints.
"That's great for me around
this golf course," he said.
leff lulian, who is dying from
Lou Gehrig's disease and
received a sponsor's exemption,
had a great start to his round by
making birdie at No. 10 on
Pebble Beach. He finished with a

bogey, double bogey and another bogey for a 77.
Schwarzrock posted the same
score as Love on the front nine,
but there were plenty of differences.
Love's record round came on
the final day, and it enabled him
to make up a seven-stroke deficit
by closing with a 63 to win the
tournament.
Schwarzrock started out on
No. 10 — and it's only the first
round.
Still, not a bad start for a 29year-old player whose season
was cut short a year ago when he
broke his right elbow after posting his best career finish.
Si liworzrock looks more like a
linebacker than a PGA Tour playri al G-foot-4. 220 pounds. He
tied for eighth in Vancouver last
year, and was on his way to the
next slop when he learned he
broke his elbow — and he's still
not sure how.
While he made il through Qschool again, Schwarzrock needs
lo cam $84,016 in his first nine
tournaments this year to
improve his chances of getting
into the top tour events.
A 64 on Pebble Beach should
get him pointed in that direction.
It started with a 4-iron form
224 yards into the par-5 second
hole for an eagle. Schwarzrock
birdied the next two holes, then
reached the par-5 sixth with a 5iron up the steep hill for a twoputt birdie.
He rolled one in from 25 feet
down the hill on the picturesque
par-3 seventh, hit 6-iron from
183 yards into 18 feet on No. 18
and got a break when he leaked a
drive on his final hole, but not
enough to go over the cliffs. He
squeezed another birdie out thai
lo wind up in the record books —
right there with Love.
Despite a 45-minute frost

Associated Press Ptiolo

NICE SHOT: Brent Schwarzrock watches his tee shot on the ninth hole ot his opening round at the AT&T Pebble Beach National Pro-Am.

delay — nothing compared to
the six-hour rounds — the opening round of the tournament
renowned for bad weather could
not have been better. Sunshine
bathed die Monterey Peninsula,
with the temperature climbing
close to 60.
Plus, there was only a trace of
breeze, and the scores reflected
the pristine conditions.
lesper Parnevik had a 67 on
Spyglass Hill, considered the
toughest of the three courses in
the rotation.
Lee lanzen and Matt Kuchar
were among those al 68. Vijay

Singh, who has had a chance lo
win the last two tournaments at
Pebble, was at 69.
Love got off to a rocky start in
his tide defense, posting a 4-over
76 at Spyglass. Phil Mickelson
had a 74 at Spyglass.
Woods moves to Spyglass on
Friday, and not a moment too
soon. He had a 73 in his previous
(wo rounds at Poppy Hill and figured to put an end to that dubious streak when he birdied three
straight holes to get to 4 under
through seven holes.
His approach on the par-5
18th was headed right at the flag

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTERST.
(across from Taco Bell)
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Fall 2001 Dean's List
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Jenn Becker
Brooke Benner
SuaeCarau'lb
Kristin Kaitsebuck
Gracie Barely
Amy Wilbur
Kim Wagner
Beth Carney
Jessica Wagne
Sarah Loge
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Ann Sloboda
Carrie Meyer
Erin Geraghty
Liz Chantos
* Leslie Configliacco
*Tolley Danesi
'Stephanie Hoehn
♦Heather McCoy
♦Christy Graben
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Kappa Alpha Order at the
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ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS:
Located Above Downtown Businesses:
114 S. Main: Central AC, washer/dryer in building
117 N. Main: Washer/dryer in building,
dishwasher, central AC
128 W. Wooster: Free water/sewer

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS:
315 1/2 S. Main: Wood deck
507 & 525 E. Merry: Across from campus. Free
water/sewer. Washer/dryer in building

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS:
317 S. Main: Located close to downtown

GREENBRIAR
APARTMENTS
East Merry Avenue Apartments
516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals

$625 - $725 mo.

Field Manor Apartments
519 Leroy Ave.,.542 & 560 Frazee Ave.
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals
$625 - $675 mo.

Frazee Avenue Apartments
818 Thurstin, 624, 670 and 656 Frazee Ave.
•CLOSE TO CAMPUS
•2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, Furnished
•Units have dishwashers & garbage disposals

To pick up an application stop
by Rm. 202 West Hall.
♦Internship credit available*

January 30-31 and February 4-5
from 7-9 P.M.
If you have any Questions
please feel free to contact
Chris Redman 419.214.4941

!
I

The Gavel is now accepting
applications for
writers/photographers and
designers to work
on future issues.

for a 75.

Because of the possibility of
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The Gavel...
Wants You!
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HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
31$ N. ENTERPRISE 3 BR, use ol gatage. Limit 3 people Will be fresh
ly updated $950.00 pel month, deposit $950.00 Tenanls pay all ulililies.
Available June 15, 2002
722 EI6HTH - 3 BR A-frame, limil 3 people. $55000 per month paid in 1
payments of $590.00. Deposit $590.00. Tenanls pay all utilities Available
May 18. 2002
629 ELM STREET - 3BR. Limil 3 people. Use of garage. Air Conditioned.
$850 00 per month paid in 11 payments ol $913.00 Deposit $850.00.
Tenants pay utilities. Available May 18. 2002.
1401/2MANVILLE 2 BR Above garage behind 140 Manville Limit 2
people. $560 00 per month paid in 11 payments of $601 00 Deposit
$560.00 Tenants pay utilities. Available August 22, 2002.
150 1/2 MANVILLE -1 BR. Limil 2 people $440.00 per month paid in 11
payments ol $473.00. Deposit $440.00. Tenanls pay utilities. Available May
18, 2002

rain over the next three days,
players were allowed to lift, clean
and place their balls in the short
grass on Poppy Hills and
Spyglass I lill, but not on Pebble
Beach, which is on slightly higher
ground.... One spectator wore a
mask of Tiger Woods, complete
with a huge smile. "My teeth arc
NOT that big," Woods muttered
to himself when he saw it. ...
Mark O'Meara played with a sore
neck, and started out with two
bogeys and a double bogey when
he hit his drive out of bounds. He
played I under the rest of the way

until it hit a towering pine, kicked
back into a small foresl and left
him no chance of getting it close.
He pitched through the green
and couldn't get up-and-down
for par.
Ditto for the par-5 fourth,
where another approach headed
for the flag clipped a branch and
left his ball in slight depression in
the soggy turf. Having to play
under the branches again, he
could get no closer than 25 feet
for a two-putt par.

$625 - $675 mo.

NEWIWE
Rentals
332 S. Main St (our only otlico)
352 5620
www,newloverealty com/rentals

«

$150.00 OF
Discount taken per unit
expires on 2/15/02

352-0717

•

DEPOSIT

224 E. WOOSTER
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REPORT FINDS DISORGANIZATION AT LOUVRE
PARIS (AP) —Waste and mismanagement are disrupting the show for some of the millions of visitors to the
Louvre Museum, according to a report issued yesterday by France's state auditors. The report said the
world's biggest museum doesn't know how many
works of art is has, how many people work there or
how much time employees spend on the job.

WORLD

Sharon wishes he killed Arafat
ByMarklavie
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

JERUSALEM — Ariel Sharon
says he's sorry he didn't have
Yasser Arafat "liquidated" while
he had a chance — 20 years ago,
during an Israeli siege of Beirut
Sharon's musings about the
missed opportunity, published
Thursday, ' raised eyebrows
abroad but wouldn't have surprised most Middle Easterners,
where the bitter, decades-long
personal enmity is widely seen as
a key element of the IsraeliPalestinian conflict.
The Israeli prime minister
spoke as his tanks surrounded
Arafat's compound in the West
Bank town of Ranrallah, trapping
the Palestinian leader inside. His
remarks in an interview with the
Maariv dairy coincide with speculation that this time, Sharon
hopes to finish off his old enemy.
"Sharon's words are very dangerous," said Palestinian Cabinet
minister Saeb ErekaL By expressing regret about not killing Arafat

in 1982, Sharon "means he wants
to fix his mistake," Erekat said.
As defense minister in 1982,
Sharon directed an Israeli invasion of Lebanon, where Arafat's
Palestine
Liberation
Organization ruled a virtual state
within a state. At first presented
as a 48-hour operation to move
the Palestinian forces out of
southern Lebanon, the war
expanded and Israeli forces eventually occupied Beirut.
Arafat, along with his top lieutenants and many fighters, was
forced to board ships under the
eye of the Israeli army and leave
for Tunisia. An Israeli sniper said
later he had Arafat in his gunsights, but instead of pulling the
trigger, he took a picture of the
defeated Palestinian leader.
"In Lebanon, there was an
agreement not to liquidate Yasser
Arafat," Sharon told the Maariv
newspaper. "In principle, I'm
sorry that we didn't liquidate
him."
The paper plans to print the

full interview Friday.
Though Sharon has labeled
Arafat and his regime as terrorists, inciters and liars, Arafat at
least in the current crisis has not
responded in kind, refraining
from personal attacks on Israeli
leaders in public. On Ian. 26,
greeting visitors from Hebron to
his encircled compound, the 72year-old Arafat defied Sharon.
"I address these words to
Sharon," Arafat said. "If he
thought that his tanks, which surround us now, will defeat us, he is
mistaken. These tanks will not
shake us They did not shake us in
Beirut," he said.
A Palestinian close to Arafat
said the embattled leader feels
Sharon is out to get him, but
Arafat does not express the same
feelings toward Sharon. The
Arafat confidant said the
Palestinian leader is not frightened by Sharon and does not
consider him a personal enemy.
On Thursday, Sharon's comments to the newspaper drew
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$25"° for a full net of
acrylic nails

Richard Gere

$30"° for a pedicure tt
manicure

Frl 5:00 7:30 10:00 12mld
Sit Sun 5:00 7:30 10:00

• All filing done by hand*

HAY

$ 1S°° for balance

ter, caused a stir when he refused
to shake Arafat's hand. I le caused
another when he told the New
Yorker magazine, in an article
published in 2000, that Arafat was
a murderer and a liar.
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Campus Events

No plans for Valentino's day? You
can WIN a Dinner Date with Videobank's 2 MOT DJ's-Nick and Ablbof
Tape an interview with Videobank
from 11 am-1 pm Jan 29 and Feb. 5
on the Ed. Steps. Jan. 31 and Feb.
7 in front of the Union Most interesting plea wins-no profanity.
For more info e-mail.
VideobankSwfalstaff.org

^^ ■ SPflMBfM breakfast
Special
Close to
Campus
$2.50
Best Airlines
■flMlHiAlWIU* Cot£

LEASES

239 S. College
239 llldnuille
AWSVST

LEASES

1318I. Wooster
241 llldnuille
849 Sixth St.

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
w/Hopt

only

Cancun. Acapulco, Mazatlan
Jamaica, Bahamas
Florida. South Padre Island

from r3:30tta - Hfro

COFREELCMNOrV!

PROBOSE RENTALS 1
419-352-9392

Sat
Midnight

saw Arafat as an enemy.
Sharon's military career dates
to the 1950s, when he led reprisal
raids into Egyptian and lordanian
territory after Palestinian guerrilla incursions, including a raid on
the West Bank town of Qibia in
1953, then under lordanian control. Sharon's Unit 101 commandos blew up a row of houses,
killing 69 men, women and children. Sharon said he was
unaware the houses were occupied.
Those raids, and his invasion of
Lebanon gave Sharon a reputation among Palestinians as a
ruthless killer.
Arafat has said that over the
years, Sharon made organized no
fewer than a dozen attempts to
assassinate him.
Sharon, 73, and Arafat have a
long familiarity with one another's tactics, but have rarely seen
each other face to face.
When they last met, at U.S.brokered peace talks in October
1998, Sharon, then foreign minis-

Best Prices & Best Parties

The Mothman
PropheciesPC-1
r

stiff criticism from Spanish
Foreign Minister losep Pique,
whose country holds the
European Union presidency. "I
deplore them, and they should
not be accepted," Pique said.
Sharon's part in the Lebanon
invasion drew him a rebuke from
an official Israeli commission of
inquiry, which found him indirectly responsible for a massacre
of Palestinian refugees in Beirut
by Christian militiamen in
September 1982, while Sharon's
troops controlled the area.
The commission forced
Sharon to step down as defense
minister, but lie slowly made his
way back to the top of the Israeli
political pyramid.
Arafat returned to center stage
in 1994, when he made a triumphant return to Palestinian
land to take over the autonomy
government created under interim peace accords.
But despite those agreements
— made by his moderate political
rivals in Israel — Sharon always

\\
2 eggs.
] I 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
'2 pancakes or toast, and
homefries or
coffee

l«€AE

1 800 SURFS UP
wwstudentexpresscan

104 S. Main

Great tanning specials too!
C.II419-1SM2H

Godfrey's Family Restaurant
Mon-Sat 6:30am-11am

2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
2 pancakes or toast, and homefries or coffee...
All-you-can-eat buttermilk pancakes...

news'
ufUEiiTine's PERsonflLs
2x2 Example = $24

$2.50

353-0988

THE BG

To be published on a special
page Thursday February 14th.
Deadline: February 12th

Breakfast specials:

4pm-7pm
$2.00 Appetizer Buffet

Bring d photo
-We'll find the dtl
It's Bursdrdble

fW'Snurvs

$3.79

Sunday 8am to noon:
All-you-can eat Breakfast Buffet $5.50
(Bring this ad for a free large juice)

-Godfrey's Friday night Special•All you can eat perch, potato, coleslaw, roll...
•All you can eat Alaskan walleye, potato, coleslaw, roll...

Hours
Mon-Thurs 6:30am-8:30pm
Friday 6:30am-9:30pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-9pm

GODFREYS FAMILY RESTAURANT

SowHngO'Mn OH «J402

419-352-0123
■

CALL FOR WINTER SPECIALS!

1x3
Exampl
= $18

Valentine's Classified are also availabe for $1.05
per line, S3.15 minimum. Call 372-6977 for more

FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
• Heat included
• New kitchens with brand new
appliances including dishwashers
• Oak cabinets
• New vinyl floors
• New air conditioning
• Laundry facilities in all buildings
• Ample parking
• Convenient location, easy access
to 1-75, Highway 25 and Route 6
• Guaranteed maintenance
• Serene, park-like setting
• Adjacent to BGSU
300 Napoleon Road in Bowling Green

(419) 352-6335

information or stop in to 204 West Hall
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LIMITED TIME OFFER

$3 OFF
To my dearest
Valentine Georgia,'

■y I'm missing
you like candy!
v$)

Love,
Bobby

I
I
I
I
I

a Valentine's Personal
with this coupon.

* BG

'Display personal
ersonal ads only
rniriM 2-14-02
?. 1 i.CO
otter expires

NliTJlN
11 Ij tl O

SAVE TIME: Pre-apply Online
Visit us at villagegreen.com

<s>

Deadline: 2 business days prior by 4:00 Come to 204 West Hall
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Lost/Found

Personals

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix
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brought to you by

LOST Radio controlled airplane
near Mercer Rd homes and apis
For reward call Roger 352-8347

Internships
Need an internship
next semester
The Gavel is now accepting
applications tor

Travel
»1 Spring Break Vacations' Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. Florida.
Best Prices' Space is limited!!!
1-800-234-7007
www endlesssummertours com
—ACT FASTI SAVESSS.
GET A COUPON GOTO
SPRINGBREAKDISCOUNTS COM
OR CALL 800-584-7502
Spring Break 2002 - Jamaica. Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco and Flonda. Join Student Travel Services.
Americas »l Student Tour Operator
Up to S100 off certain hotels. Group
organizers can travel tree. Information/Reservations 1 -800-648-4849
or www,Ststravel com
SPRING BREAK 2002 Cancun.Jamaica BarDados. Bahamas, Acapulco.Padre and Florida FREE
MEALS lor limited lime!! FREE parlies.drinks and exclusive events!
Organize group Travel FREE"Visit
www SUNSPLASHTOURS com
Call 1-800-426-7710
SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica,
S Padre 4 Florida BEST Hotels,
FREE parties. LOWEST prices'
www.breakerslravel.com

(8001 985-6789

Writers
Photographers
Designers
To pick-up an application

stop by
Room 202 West Hall
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
COREC WALLYBALL-FEB. 6
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S, 4 COREC
CURLING-FEB. 5.
"It's Not About Food!"
Monday. February 4, 2002 in Olscamp Hall 101A/B at 7:30 p.m..
speaker Juliet Funt will be presenting a program on the hidden world
ol eating disorders. For more information contact the Wellness Connection at 372-9355
Lose 10, 20, 40 lbs.
Dr recmd. 100% guaranteed
1-800-375-5808
Spring Tanning Special Unlimited
until Spring Break S40. Semester
unlimited S60 One month unlimited
$30 Campus Tanning 352-7889.

Services Offered

Take a break from shopping Eat!
Subway, The China, Luca Pizza,
Mediterranean, Patio
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Wanted

m

Personals

BIOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS are now available: 2nd
floor. LSC Application deadline:

Feb. 8
Educational backpacking trip to
the Navajo Reservation In the
high desert mountains of
New Mexico & Arizona
May12-May25,2002
Opportunity to earn 3 credit hours
II interested-There will be a meeting this Thursday, February 7 at
9:05 p.m. in BA Bldg 106
01 call Bill Thompson al 352-7534 or
e-mail him at
wthomp@ bgnet bgsu.edu
Visit our web site!
http://www wcnet org/-ucf/navtrp.ht
In Good Taste
10% off regular item w/ student ID(not with other offers)
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
110 E Washington Sliccl. Howling Green

419-354-6036

www. wcnel.org/- highland

SPECIALIZING IN
GRAD STUDENTS!

2 subleasers needed May 13
2 bedroom apt $225 month
Call 353-3998
BGSU Media Guides-Sports Pocket
Schedules: M/W basketball, football,
hockey Call 419-669-3752
Female roommate wanted for summer. Call Kim at 353-2854
Seeking Roommate. Avail, now.
S250/mo. plus utils Own bedroom.
Sarah 353-0620.
Subleaser needed now through Aug
Rent negotiable. 1 bdrm of 2 bdrm
apartment Call 353-3629

Help Wanted
Marketing and Development Specialist. Do you want experience
working for a non-prolit agency? David's House Compassion is seeking
2-4 dynamic people to serve as Marketing and Developmental Specialists. Are you a good writer? Are you
interested in researching and writing
grants9 Do you have interest in coordinating fund raisers and special
events? The Marketing and Development Specialist will assist the Executive Director in lund development
for this not-for-profit agency. The
qualified candidate will have a minimum of a high school diploma and
excellent writing skills. Experience

working with diverse populations
preferred. This is a part-time position with a competitive hourly wage
range. Send cover letter, resume,
and the names, addresses, and
phone numbers of three professional references to Human Resources. David's House Compassion,
Inc., P.O. Box 391. Toledo. Ohio
43697-0391 David's House Compassion, Inc. is an equal opportunity
employer/provider who encourages
diversity within its work lorce
$250 a day potential.
Bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 541.
Part time or full time nanny. Live-in
or live-out position. 3 small children.
Rural'BG References/excellent driving record required. Salary negotiabte. 419-823-1547
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT - assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting No experience necessary, part-time and
sub positions available in Bowling
Green, Portage and Walbridge
areas ranging from 24.5 to 79 hours
biweekly. S9.00-$12.25 per hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma/GED required Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board of MR/DD. 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling
Green, Ent.
B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.
Wait start. Hostess
Flexible hours. Full or part time.
Excellent pay. 419-893-9465.
Want men willing to learn & work on
wood floors including gym floors
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle of August
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines. Also, measuring,
laying out and painting game lines &
art work and applying gym floor finish. We will thoroughly train you in
all phases of the work.
Job pays $8.00 per hour. You can
expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible.
Must be punctual and reliable Swilling to accept responsibility. Please
contact Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or
lax resume to 419-385-6483
Wood Co. Prosecutor's Youth Violence Prevention Program is accepting applications lor Asst. Coor. oi
the 4S student mediation program
Part-time 25 hrs/wk ©4-10. HS diploma and own transportation a
must. Additional education and experience benelicial. Deadline 2-502. Application/more information call
419-354-9250

For Sale
1986 Chevy Celebrity 92K mi.
Great shape, grandparent's car
$700 OBO 352-9657
1993 Mercury Cougar XLR. 5.0 Itr.
engine. CD player, good condition,
141.000 mi, $2,200 419-353--3518.
89 Acura Integra LS 5dr. Power windows/locks. AM/FM Cassette. Gray
well-mainted $2200 OBO 419-9925
Compaq Presario 1277. Power cord,
carrying case and ethemet card incl.
External CD burner also avail. Barely used. Asking $575. 353-7464
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ACROSS
1 Every
4 Water bird (pi)
9 Direction (abbr)
12 Basic money unit (Rumania)
13 Rate
14 Roman household deity
15 Interfere
17 New York city
19 Reddish brown horse
20 Melody
21 Verb
23 Government levy
24 Eat
27 Emergency (abbr)
28 Beer benel
29 Flower pert
30 Alternating current (abbr)
31 Wander
33 Southern state (abbr.)
34 Return bonowed money
36 Help

37 Tub
38 Delicatessen (inf.)
39 Guaranteed (abbr)
40 Baked clay
41 Inspire
43 Symbol for help
44 Midwest state
46 African antelope
49 Interest (abbr.)
50 Zoo animal (inf.)
52 Fish
53 Nehemiah (abbr)
54 About to die
55 Female sheep

1 Altitude (abbr)
2 Meadow
3 Wood
4 Color (var spelling)
5 Hearing organ
6 Eastern time (abbr.)
7 Indian tribe
8 Eternity (pi)
9 Draw forth
10 Unhappy
11 Age
16 Skillet
18 Sea duck
20 Powerful man
21 Facial hair
22 Master of ceremonies
23 Brewed drink
25 Pertaining to Navy 35
26 Make happy
37
28 Door opener
39
29 Indicates foot
40
31 Mars
42
32 Completed
43
44
45
46
47
48
51

•

Pedestal base
Countenance
Excessive sentiment
Above
Shakespeare
California fog
Family
Saturated hydrocarbon (suf.)
Hotel
Rule
Plural verb
Two (Roman)

ANSWERS

I

VOTED BEST PIZZA 9 STRAIGHT YEARS
PAPA PIZO'S

^5T?) PISHN^LLO'S

4P-t»CNc*um

XiilmV
203 N. Mom
^•»^

..,,.„..

S5.00 Minimum

$5.50

352-5166

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. »Sat. «Suri

'Ask about our other delivery specials

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

'97 Dodge Neon, red 4-dr., Auto, air,
77K highway miles. Non-smoker, lemale driver $3500 OBO 354-3029

1 lower duplex.
Vacant now.

3 Bedroom apartment lor rent
May-August 2002 216 1/2 Manville.
Tower Fest" 353-1996

Engagement ring with wedding band
Never Worn $600 OBO

419-353-1268

2 Bdrm Apt. Sm pets OK No deposit. Avail now or May '02 through
May 03 419-352-2618, leave msg

Vision Snowboard, bindings and
size 11 boots lor $250 OBO Call
Tim © 419-806-0726

2 bedroom furnished apt
Includes utilities. Close to campus
353-5074

For Rent

2 BR $ 2 sm rooms: Nr. Wal-Mart10 mins to campus. $450 includes
all. 419-354-2827.

'" Apartments and Rooms Available
1,2 & 3 bdrms. Individual school yr.
lease offered. New carpet, all within
2 blocks of campus. Also, room
avail, immediately. Updated listings
avail 24-7 0 316 E. Merry «3 or call
419-353-0325 9am-7pm
"New house listing - large 3,4 4 6
bdrm. houses, all next to campus.
Updated listings 24-7 @ 316 E. Merry »3. Call 419-353-0325 9am to
7pm.

352-5822

"2 bdrm, lumished apts available
lor rent starting May or August. 704
Fifth St "2 bdrm, unfurnished apts.
available August 710 Seventh St.
Mature renters only. "1 bdrm. furnished, grad students 601 Third St
352-3445
Apt 3 bdrms
Available now through May 15.

352-5822
Avail lor Fall Duplex 1bdrm
$350/mo .Util 4 3bdrm $650* Utils
or both lor $1000/mo. tutus. Near
campus off-street parking.

2 efficiencies.
Vacant now.
352-5822
2002-03 1 4 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor. Free heat, water, + sewer.
1 4 3 bdrm at 616 2nd St
Call 419-354-9740 lor more into
534 A S. College-3 BR Duplex, 1 1/2
Baths, AC Avail May 25. $825/mo
534 B S. College-3BR Duplex, 1 1/2,
Baths.AC Avail. May 25. $825/mo.
201 Georgia-2 BR House, basement, washer/dryer. Avail. August
21 $625/mo.
128 Manville-4 BR House. 2 Baths
Avail August 21. $1,100/mo.
316 Ridge Front-Urge 2 BR Duplex
Avail May 30 $700/mo.
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex. Avail.
May 17. $375/mo.
217 S. College-3 BR House Avail.
May 21. S675/mo
233 W. Merry-Urge 4 BR House
Avail. Now! $825/mo.
At all properties, tenants pay utilities, parental guarantees, security
deposit equal to one month's rent.
Rent collected quarterly
Locally
owned and managed. Please call
EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd. at (419)
882-1453 between 2:00-4:00. M-F

only.
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE NOW
505 Clough, #A-6, C-29- 2br turn.
$525.00 + gas 4 elec.
Deposit $525 00
850 Sixth, »9 - 2br lurn. 2 bath.
$525.00 * gas 4 elec.
Deposit $525.00.
451 Thurstin. »307- turn, efficiency
$370.00.gas 4elee
Deposit $370 00
403 N. Main, »C- 1br furn. $350.00
plus all util. Deposit. $350.00
Call John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.
Rental Office (419) 354-2260.

419-352-9925
Available August 15. 2002. 1-bedroom apartment close to University,
$350 00 per/mo, plus utilities. Year's
lease required. Call 419-686-4651
Available August 15. 2002, 2-bedroom apartment close to University,
$450.00 per/mo, plus utilities. Year's
lease required Call 419-686-4651.
House lor Rent
424 E. Wooster. 3 bdrm house
avail. Spnng, $825 mo. Util's. mclud
Re! req 353-7547
M0U5fl (Of rent- 437 N. Enterprise. 2
BDRM. Avail. Fall 2002,12 mo's.

$600/mo. 353-7547.
Houses 4 Apis for 2002-03 school
year. 12 mo. leases only-starting
May 18,2002.
332 E. Court-1bdrm-$395-futil
415 E. Court «C-2 Br.-$520<-uU
605 Fifth «C-2 Br. ■ S400«util
230 N. Enterprise-1 Br.-$365+util
424 1/2 S. Summit-Effic -$265*util
Steve Smith 419-352-8917 Of
419-308-2710.
Room available In historic house.
Private entrance. No pets. $235 mo.
352-9925
Roommate needed immediately lor
3 bdrm. condo w/laundry and
garage 372-0463
Subleaser needed ASAP tor 1 bedroom apartment. $475/mo Contact
Kim 419-354-8130.
Subleaser wanted. 2-3 bdrm duplex
avail, now to Aug. $6O0/mo. * utils.
Please call Li? or Jason 373-0593
Subleaser(s) needed.
2 bed, 1 bath.
Anne 352-6322

Help Wanted:
Representative, Advising Center
Owens Community College is seeking applicants for the
position of Representative, Advising Center (Toledo Campus).
Bachelor's Degree required, Master's Degree in College Student
Personnel or Counseling preferred. Established experience in
academic advising and goal
setting strategies in higher education setting is vital. Genuine
interest in promoting a multi-cultural educational environment is
vital. Group presentation and oral and written communication
skills and the desire to work as a collaborative team member are
essential.
For application materials, contact
Human Resources Office; P.O. Box 10,000;
Toledo, Ohio, 43699-1947 or www.owens.cc.oh.us.
Job *BGACoiTPFoi3i- Deadline for application
materials is February 15, 2002.

OWENS
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